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EDITORIAL 

 

I wish you all and your families and friends a happy and healthy new year and I look forward to seeing 

you at the club any time you are able to get there. 

 

2016 ended on a high note with successful Santa Specials and the Christmas Quiz. It is very rewarding 

to see so many members working together to produce these events. A real club atmosphere. 

 

We now look forward to 2017 with many plans as outlined in Martin's Chat below. By all working 

together on these tasks we can achieve another rewarding year.  

 

Don't forget our AGM on the morning of Sunday 12th. March. Most members prefer this time rather 

than on a Monday evening. Should be a better time to travel. 

Tony Bullock 

 

 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

 

Just a reminder, for those who have not yet renewed, that membership subscriptions became due on 

January 1st . This year the rate for an adult member is £35 or £42 for member and spouse/partner. 

Payment must be made before the date of the AGM if you wish to vote at that meeting. 

 

Payment by cheque may be made in person to the Treasurer/Membership Secretary or sent to him at 

this address: 

 

Bedford MES 
 c/o Summerfields’ Miniature Railways 

Summerfield Barns 

Hammer Hill 

Haynes 

Bedford 

MK45 3BH 

 

You can also pay by electronic transfer using the following: 

 

Sort code    20-05-74 

 

Account       50157058 

 

Please include your post code in the payment reference. 

 

 

Thank You for continuing your support of the Society 

 

 

 

DAVID BOYDE 

 

David passed away last November having been unwell for some time. His funeral at Bedford 

Crematorium was attended by many of his friends from the club led by your President and Chairman. 

Our thoughts are with Anne and his family. An appreciation of his life with the club is in this issue. 
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CHAIRMAN'S CHAT 

 

I hope that you all had a good and successful Christmas and Santa brought all those things that you 

wished for; also, I wish you all a Happy New Year and hope that it is a healthy and prosperous one (we 

can always hope!!). 

Looking back, a lot was achieved last year. A large section of the down main from Hammer Hill to 

Badgers Halt and beyond has been renewed on either hardwood or plastic sleepers, a number of points 

have been replaced, again on either plastic or hardwood, all of this track work under the careful 

stewardship of Brian Walton. A signalling system covering the 71/4 inch track at Hammer Hill point 

work is in the process of being put in by Gordon Mead and others and the installation of the 5 inch rail 

from Hammer Hill to Haynes End and back is more or less complete. I believe that this will be the first 

time that 5 inch locos will be able traverse all the layout. The old crew room has been dismantled after 

many years of service, a poignant moment for the longer serving members. 

One day we will be able to sit back and congratulate ourselves on there being no work to be carried out 

on the site and we can all just play trains, but unfortunately, this year is not the one. There is a lot more 

track renewal and maintenance to be done. With the old crew room gone, the plan is to put in a 

container which will become a workshop accessed from the steaming bays for the servicing of locos 

and riding trolleys and we are now ready to dig out for the pads to support it. Work is already under 

way on the garden railway to lay a double track and passing loops so that several trains can be run 

together; this is always very popular with the visitors in the Hammer Hill picnic area. It would also be 

nice to give Loch Treig a long overdue overhaul as a number of issues manifested themselves towards 

the end of last running season. We are also looking at the old caravan site toilet block -  the wooden 

sided, tiled roof building behind the garage -  the thought being that having our own toilets, just for the 

club, would be a vast improvement over the current situation. Investigations are in hand to estimate the 

costs involved in doing this. 
I have no doubt that there are a lot of other jobs that will appear as the year progresses, so if you can 

spare any time at all your help would be much appreciated. 

So, with not too many weeks until the running season starts again, I hope for fine weather, a trouble 

free and financially successful time ahead. This is an area that I think we could improve: there are 

opportunities to advertise our activities to a wider audience. I live in Barton Le Clay and manage to get 

nine A4 posters around the village, into shops, our local preschool and on to the village notice boards 

(with permission of course). The club can supply these on request: if you think you can help, please 

ask. 

Further to the above, John Parmenter has put together another very good collection of Monday evening 

meetings for 2017.  I know that driving at night is difficult for some people but these meetings are a 

combination of education, practicality and fun, starting on the 13th. February with a bring-and-buy 

evening, a real opportunity to clear the stuff you do not know what to do with. 

Finally, we again have a busy public running programme, the small loco rally and the visitors rally so 

plenty of chances to get involved; we look forward to seeing you. 

 

Martin Cusden 

 

 

COMMITTEE NOTES 

 

OCTOBER MEETING 

Buildings  

Engine shed and workshop:  NB has painted the roof with waterproofing paint but feels that as long as 

the roof is flat, water will accumulate and eventually get in. The meeting felt that it should be possible 

to add a sloping structure on top of the current roof: PC will talk to NB to work out a plan. BW 

reported that there is now less pressure on space on the engine shed. 

Campanile at Winterfield: DC has confirmed that he is not interested in repairing it.  The meeting 

agreed to hold over this job until next Spring when better weather could be expected. 

New container:  MC had circulated a letter from the new Deputy Mgr of Southill Estates. PC 

commented that the letter made him more relaxed about removing the caravan.  TW said that the 

caravan was just a shell which can now be dismantled and the components added to the pile of scrap 

metal by the garage. SS reported that he knew of other containers that would be coming onto the 

market; he was authorised to find out size, price and timing. TW and RGB reported that they had 

spoken to GM about footings and he had advised poured concrete 2 ft deep and 1.5 ft wide with inset 

reinforcing bars. 
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Club House Security MC reported that a review was needed of all the access codes that had been 

issued: who now had what code? PC added that there is a fault in the alarm system so that when the 

alarm is triggered it does not phone round the 3 designated numbers (himself and JP) There was 

speculation that the SIM card in the system may have expired but that we could replace this ourselves; 

it was agreed to do this.  PC said that ACE were shortly going to give the system its annual service and 

were going to add the smoke detector to the system that they maintained for a cost of £90 pa. 

Roadway/Grass MC reported that the road repairs using MOT bound with cement seemed to be 

working.  SO again offered to borrow the whacker plate but the meeting agreed that MOT + cement 

rolled down by vehicle tyres seemed to be more effective. SO reported he had done some mowing at 

Winterfield and it would need one more cut this year; he would assess the situation at Haynes End on 

Wednesday. 

Rolling stock 

BW commented that TW had been cited as a possible source of thick plywood for use in the Cardiff 

carriages.  TW replied that he did not think plywood would be suitable but he had some alternative 

timber that would be. 

MC commented that there must be a systematic inspection and overhaul of carriages once the Santa 

Specials were over. 

Track & Signalling 

BW reported that point 44 was now installed and usable, although without its spring return.  The level 

of the track approaching this point needs correction. 

BW noted that no one had been able to find an explanation for the "clonk" as rolling stock went over 

the new point 42. Building of point 55 is now proceeding following correction of the frog. 

Mobile Plant & Tools 

PC reported that the steering on the dumper truck is now very slack: it needs a new steering box. GM 

has researched availability and found a supplier who will recondition our box for £450 + carriage 

+VAT. After discussion, it was agreed to take up that offer: GM to deal. 
PC will investigate whether a new 9" angle grinder is needed. 

Evening Events 

JP has produced his program for next year and has agreed to continue to organise the events.  Printing 

the programme has to await its finalisation. 

Catering. 

TB sent in a report that we are running down stocks as the season is coming to the end. The ladies have 

done a good job over the year with most running days covered except for the odd Wednesday. 

Advertising 

There were several complimentary reports on the new video, now on the web site.  BW commented 

that he would investigate getting the same firm to film the next visitors rally so as to show more variety 

of locos etc. 

Jobs for Young Adults  In response to comments at the Open Evening that some members had felt 

uncomfortable with the number of youngsters who had arrived at once, PC commented that it had been 

a one-off occasion.  There had also been comments that some of the youngsters did not join in the 

work.  PC said he would speak to their supervisor and report back to the Committee at the next 

meeting; it could then be decided whether to continue with the project. 

Santa Specials TB reported: Bookings coming in every day with a fair number of phone calls and e-

mails. Some presents have been purchased as the price was good and they will be added to this 

weekend. Presents will be wrapped on Sunday 27th November. As in previous years the points of 

contact for each area will be :- Martin C for the Grotto. Pete C for the Train Operations. Judy B for the 

Buffet. Tony B to catch the rest.  Betty Freestone is due for her long postponed operation on 25th 

November so alternative booking in arrangements will be made in case of need.  

Direction signs: BW & RGB met Paul Salmon of CBC on 05/10/16 on site in Haynes; Mr Salmon 

afterwards enjoyed a trip round the railway.  Mr Salmon quite understood what we are attempting to 

achieve.  He will add, at CBC expense, a further sign below the existing No Through Road sign saying 

Access only.  More to the point for us, he will get a quote for a further sign to be attached to lamp post 

H9 at the junction of North Lane saying "Railway" with an arrow directing along Silver End Road, and 

another sign at the A600 junction signing a left turn.  We await a formal quote but his estimate was 

£100 + VAT, for 2 signs, including erection.  

Circulation of Minutes At the last meeting TW had proposed that Committee minutes be e-mailed to 

all members with known e-mail addresses as well as hard copies being available: he had proposed this 

in the interest of greater transparency but it had been agreed to hold the matter over until the Chair was 

present.  MC said he had no objection and the Committee agreed to circulate the minutes (but not the 

agenda) once they had been formally approved at the next meeting.  MC will pass the approved version 

to BW who will circulate them. 
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Any Other Business SO reported that George was no longer able to run the club library as he was now 

unable to drive.  He is also unable to accept any more electrical items for re-sale and emphasises that 

unwanted items should not simply be dumped in the library. 

BW has received a request from a Residents Assn in MK for prizes for their Christmas event. It was 

agreed to provide one family voucher. 

 

NOVEMBER MEETING 

Buildings  

New container:  GM is preparing to put in the foundations. 

PC reported that he was aware of a 40' container that was becoming surplus in Meppershall: he 

believed that it was in sound condition.  The Committee noted that the agreement from Estates had not 

specified the size of container and it had not appeared to be important to them.  It also noted that a 40' 

container would provide more workshop space and was cheaper than a 30' in any event.  PC was 

instructed to enquire further into the Meppershall container and check its condition. 

Shower Block The Committee noted the project update from D. Combes. It was also aware of David's 

earlier more detailed report and proposed phased conversion.It appears that the immediate problems are 

the access stairs and a blockage in the soil pipe. PC noted that there was an alternative way of getting 

simple but better quality toilets: to add two of the prefabricated toilet pods to the back of the Club 

House.  AG is sure that the manhole at the back corner of the Club House is access to a foul sewage 

drain, to which any new toilets could be connected.  This alternative would be more expensive than 

refurbishing the old shower block, would provide fewer facilities and would require planning consent.  

By contrast, the refurbishment would not need planning consent, much of the existing fittings could be 

reused and we could do it ourselves at our own pace.  It was agreed firstly to get Nick Bone to 

investigate the pipe blockage and report.  If that problem was solvable, the next step would be to 

renovate the access steps.  In due course these would be supplemented with a solid ramp allowing for 

disabled access.  It was agreed that if the project went ahead, the aim would be to have some toilets 

useable by next summer. 

Winterfield TW is still trying to get the plumber who sorted out the gas installation to return and issue a 

gas safety certificate. 

TW is ready to proceed with the low level handrail on the footbridge. 

TW reported that proper gates were needed to prevent children straying off the platforms onto the track. 

MC agreed that this should apply to both the main line platform and the Winterfield line. 

Club House Security A new SIM card for the alarm system has been acquired as agreed last month but 

awaits installation. Review and re-issue of alarm codes is also still outstanding.  

Track & Signalling 

Ground level BW reported that the engine shed point had been changed for one of the lifted points but 

did not yet have the actuator installed. 

The "clonk" of trains passing over the new point 42 has been further investigated: it is now thought that 

there is a fault either in the frog or the installation of the frog, but the point can continue in use. 

New points 54 and 55 have been examined and it appears that pt. 55 is a type 3 but should be a type 5.  

As a type 3 it could possibly be used to replace pt. 58, but that replacement is not a priority.  To rebuild 

pt. 55 will require new steel fabrication from JL. 

BW said that he had been wondering why we had so many points sprung against the normal route used, 

since every wheel set of every passing train must necessarily grind away at the point blade. He noted 

that the spring return had not been refitted to points 42 and 44 and it was agreed to leave it that way.  

BW reported on some ideas which have emerged from discussion around the Garden Line 

development, and the possibility of interest in extending around the “mound”. It is suggested that the 

new inner track is built as a plain oval of dual gauge track (just as the existing line), probably in Peco 

G45 flexi-track with an additional rail added to provide for 32mm gauge. This would leave the way 

open to relaying the existing outer circuit with Peco SM32 as a single gauge line, with the potential to 

extend around the “mound” at a future date, whilst still providing the opportunity for those with 45mm 
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stock to run with the new inner circuit. With a little forethought it should also be possible to incorporate 

steaming bays/loops into the outer circuit as originally conceived for the new inner (but not realistic in 

dual gauge). Although the initial costs for the new inner circuit would be greater than first envisaged, 

by going down this route we would be enabling the enhancement of the entire Garden Line to the 

benefit of both our members who use the line and our visitors. It was agreed to follow up these ideas 

with John K.   

Mobile Plant & Tools  

PC reported that the rebuilt steering box for the dumper has been paid for and should arrive shortly. 

SO reported that he had run the strimmer dry, cleaned it and put it away for the winter. 

Evening Events Now that we have a programme for 2017 we need to produce the green cards: PC to 

speak to John Thompson to see if the Messenger printer can do them. TW has a guillotine if they can 

be printed in sets of 4. 

Catering   

TB reported very little stock to carry over at the end of the season. 

A buffet will be laid on for the Christmas Quiz evening similar to previous years. 

Advertising  

The flyer is in hand 

Families booking seats for Santa Specials will be invited to leave an e-mail contact to be advised when 

bookings open next year. 

Jobs for Young Adults 

PC reported that they would be staining fences this week and next week they would be realigning the 

rope fence to make room for extension of the head shunt. 

Some of the Committee were not happy for the Club to support a charity in this way.  The Chair agreed 

to put the subject of charity support on the agenda for the next meeting. 

Things to do" list.   

PC will add provision of new toilets. 

Santa Specials 

TB reported: Fully booked this year by the end of October. All booked families were sent a letter of 

confirmation on 7/11/16. Due to full trains, bookings for 5 or 6 families had to be refused, equivalent to 

2 trains. All gifts, paper, refreshments, purchased and in stock - except milk and sausage rolls.  Presents 

will be wrapped on last Sunday in November. Trains have been allocated with a spare set for extra 

rides or emergencies. Train and Santa tickets have been printed colour coded as before. Reception and 

buffet staff arranged. Numbers expected: 331 Adults and 227 Children - similar to 2015. Income 

expected to be similar to 2015, as will be expenditure. The Committee welcomed the operating details 

drawn up by AG. 

Direction signs: 
Central Beds Highways delivered on their promise and new signs have appeared.  A message of 

appreciation has been received from Andrew and Charlotte Phillips at the farm and passed on to CBC 

Any Other Business    

MC & BW are still to seek a meeting with Bedford Borough Council to discuss a change of post code 

for the club. 

MC has written to David Boyd's widow with condolences, and also to Les Shaw on the death of his 

wife.  He will circulate details of David's funeral when known 

SS proposed that after the 2016 Santa Specials, Santa's Grotto should be refurbished.  AG added that 

the opportunity should be taken to remodel the interior layout so as to eliminate the scary dark passage.  

It was agreed to review this before the grotto was dismantled this year. 

 

DECEMBER 

No meeting.  
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DAVID BOYDE-------- AN APPRECIATION 

 
During his working life David was heavily involved in the Oil Industry and amongst his many pursuits 

he obtained his Private Pilot's and Instructor's Licence; he also had a deep love of steam locomotives.  

This unrequited love for steam meant that shortly after he retired David joined us to play trains.  He 

and Anne passed this love on to their children and Grand Children. 

David was a great organiser and joined our Committee, where he became Treasurer. He was heavily 

involved in the Club becoming a Company Limited by Guarantee, the new fifteen year lease and the 

development of our entire present infrastructure including the new Clubhouse.   In preparation for the 

new Clubhouse David took personal control of the funding negotiations with the Green Sand Ridge 

Organisation, a task which was tortuous in the extreme. 

During his time with us David owned a number of 7 ¼"  locos which, whenever possible, he drove for 

passenger hauling tasks.  He also developed  the Haynes End  signalling  system, a task that apparently 

required David to spend many hours on his knees at the track praying to things called `treadles`.  Once 

he had stopped driving David spent many hours running the signal box and the Haynes End platforms. 

David`s health started to fail and he retired from the treasurers role in 2014.  He came to the railway 

whenever he was able but died at the end of 2016.  

David`s last ride on steam was when his ashes were scattered at his beloved club track from the back of 

a steam locomotive with his family in attendance.  His grandson, Jack, from Australia was present and 

after the scattering drove the loco for the rest of the day. 

David will be missed. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
Dick Billington 

 

2017 BOILER TESTING 

 

Traction Engine boiler testing Sunday 5th March 10.00am.  No loco’s please. 

 

Loco boiler testing Sunday 18th March 10.00am. 

 

We are public running on the Sunday 26th March and therefore are likely to very busy around the site 

on the preceding Wednesday, which means that if you intend to run on the 26th, Sunday the 19th will be 

your last chance to get a certificate, should you need one. 

The connector on your model needs to have a male thread of 26tpi X 3/8th dia. with a minimum length 

of 1/2 inch with a recessed conical centre. Please note that a commercial fitting is not suitable. 

 

   

1940 - 2016 
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MONDAY MEETINGS 

(Second Monday of each Month) 

 
2017 is going to be a bumper year for external speakers. At the moment we have 

three with the possibility of a fourth: two on railway related subjects and the third 

by Paddy Langdown from the Vulcan to the Sky charity entitled "Vulcan the nuclear 

deterrent". He spoke to us last year. 

The January meeting was well attended with 16 members braving the cold and rain 

to watch a selection of railway videos. The evening went on until just before 10pm, 

a good start to the year. 

 

The February meeting on Monday the 13th. will be the traditional Bring and Buy plus 

a 30 question Prize Quiz. Like last year the questions will be transport/engineering/ 

industrial history related. It would help if you brought along pen or pencil in addition 

to plenty of cash and items for sale. 

 

Please note that there will not be a Monday evening meeting in March. It used to be the AGM but that 

has now been moved to the Sunday. 

 

Finally on Monday 10th April we welcome our first guest speaker. Keith Hughes 

is a recently retired Railwayman who has spend much of his working life "Maintaining 

the Railway". His talk covers the maintenance of track and infrastructure from post 

W.W2 right up to the latest multimillion pound yellow monsters that lay track almost 

unaided or slide complete concrete road bridges into position. Not to be missed !!!... 

John Parmenter 

. 

 

CLUB EVENTS 

February 

Monday 13th.   Bring & Buy and Prize Quiz 

Monday 20th.   Committee Meeting 

March 

Sunday 12th.   AGM 

Monday 20th.   Committee Meeting 

Sunday 26th.   Public Running 

April 

Wednesday 5th..   Public Running 

Monday 10th..   Maintaining the Railway - Keith Hughes, Guest Speaker 

Sunday 16th.   Public Running - Easter 

Monday 17th.   Public Running – Easter + Committee Meeting 

Sunday 30th.   Public Running - May Bank Holiday 

May 

Monday 1st.   Public Running - May Bank Holiday 

Monday 15th.   Committee Meeting 

 

PERMANENT WAY – STATUS REPORT 

As we start another year, it seems appropriate to give a brief summary of what has been achieved with 

all the hard work in the last twelve months.  

In that time we have built 46+ panels, almost all of which have been laid, meaning that most of the 

Down line has now been replaced. In addition, the point builders have been busy, and we have installed 

four new points with two waiting in the wings. There is one point “in build” and we have all materials 

in stock for two more, along with enough to make replacement panels for the stretch between Point 46 

and Point 50.  

The “Raised Track Gang” completed the construction and installation of the steel beams to finish the 

running circuit. Their efforts have made a vast improvement to the ride. 

The signalling project at Hammer Hill continues and whilst phase one requires further proving, the 

installation of basic infrastructure for the subsequent phases is underway. 

That brings us to the progress on the 5” Project. I’m pleased to report that, with the exception of one 

piece about 3 feet long, all of the plain track is now equipped with a 5” rail. Now that Point 56 is 

installed behind the carriage shed below Hammer Hill the 5” is complete on the Down line. Similarly, 

with the installation of the remaining components into the points at Badgers Halt, the Up line is 
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complete from Haynes End signal box all the way to the top field. In fact all that remains is to lift, add 

the 5” components and re-instate Points 1 and 2 at HE (Point 2 is almost done) and the main part of the 

project will be finished – hopefully in time for the start of the new season.    

My thanks go to all those who have contributed their time and effort to the PW projects over the last 

year.                                                                                                                                   Brian Walton  

 

SANTA SPECIALS 2016 

 

Saturday 3rd. December 2016 dawned bright and clear and the crew were up early and made their way 

to Haynes to prepare for the weekend Santa Specials. By the time the first families arrived to book in, 4 

locomotives were in steam and coupled up to their coaches, the Station Buffet was warm, and hot 

drinks were available. Around 9:55 am the first train was loaded with excited children and their 

families. A message was received from Santa's Grotto that Santa was there and waiting for the children 

to arrive. At precisely 10 o'clock with a blast of the guards whistle and hoots from the engines the first 

train set off up the track in a cloud of steam. 15 minutes later another loaded train departed heading up 

the track. After a while a train arrived back at Haynes End with happy families having seen Santa and 

the children clutching their new presents. They made their way to the Buffet for refreshments and to 

open their presents. This continued throughout the day until all visitors had left and the crew cleared up 

and wearily left for home. It was not long before all were back at Haynes End ready to start again on 

Sunday -  another bright frosty day but rather cold. However, all was soon ready and more expectant 

families arrived to experience the Santa Specials. Once again with clouds of steam and the sound of 

engines working hard up the gradient echoing over the fields, the children were transported to the 

Grotto to see Santa Claus. For the rest of the day trains were departing and arriving at Haynes End, the 

Buffet was full with children playing and adults enjoying their refreshments. At last it was all over for 

another year. As the crew cleared up and made their way home they were tired but happy that they had 

brought pleasure to our visitors and particularly to the children. Some 562 people were booked and 
catered for this year which in itself was a record for the club. 

 

The club thanks all the team for their hard work and enthusiasm to make this a memorable event for 

our visitors. 

Santa's Little Helper 

CHRISTMAS QUIZ 2016 

Goodness me doesn’t a whole year come around quickly? December Club night saw this year’s 

Christmas Quiz played out to teams on six tables and coincidently covering six rounds. In an effort to 

improve the scores this year I included some rounds with up to fifteen questions as against the usual ten 

and it worked. The average score showed me at least that the level of questions was about right and the 

closeness of the final result encouraged me too, with the spread from 44 ½ to 49.  

The subjects this year covered: Engineering Trivia and the results on this subject across the teams was 

6,7,6,7,6,7; whilst with the Marmite round some liked it some hated it but the overall score was a little 

higher. The Isle of Wight produced the highest scoring round: out of the ten question rounds, with three 

of the six teams scoring 9 and one 8. Everyone failed the bonus round when asked what  the names and 

addresses of the island inhabitants were. Shaun offered one address and Andy some too but to no avail. 

The Quite Interesting Inventions round, which included some interesting facts when the answers were 

given out, seemed to go down well and the plan to increase score was proven with 11 being the average 

score. 

After the break, where we consumed, amongst other delights, quantities of mince pies, sausage rolls, 

biscuits, mulled wine, tea or coffee, all admirably supplied and put on by the ladies of the club  -  thank 

you very much -  we entered the penultimate round. This was based upon the letters at the edge of the 

number plate used to identify the country of origin rather like the old GB plate.  

The final round consisted of common words in everyday use coined by dear old Will Shakespeare. In 

writing up this round I was amazed at how many words were introduced by the Warwickshire Bard. 

Apparently they total 2200 or so but the teams were only looking for ten of the most common, words 

like: Addiction, Assassination, Eyeball, Fashionable, Inaudible and Manager amongst them. Making 

mention of the author at the opening of the round produced an audible groan, for which I took a few 

points from the assembled mass; I think had I revealed the inventor at the end the teams would have got 

more points off me. 

Teams competing this year were: 
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Wainwright’s Wanderers consisting of six members scoring: 6,6,8,10,7,8 Total 45 

Work in Progress a team of four scoring: 7,7,6,12,7,5.5 Total 44.5 

Running Day Diamonds with a team of five6,7,6,11,7,8 Total 45 

Top Table team of six [should have been called ‘Table nearest the Food’] scores: 7,8,9,10,6,9 [I suspect 

the lowering of the scores in the final rounds may reflect the fact that the Ladies (or brains of the outfit) 

were clearing up after the buffet.  I cannot say for certain!] Total 49 

First Place I suggested this should have been First Plaice as there was something fishy with choosing 

this title like influencing a win perhaps because as everyone knows the winner is not always obvious. 

This team of six scored: 6,5,9,9,8,9 Total 46 

The Old Farts were a team of 5 and scored 7,8,9,10,8,7.5 Total 49.5 making them the team with the 

highest score on the night. 

However as eny fule nose the winning team is chosen at random by the voices in the head of the 

quizmaster and this year the Clubhouse winners were the Running Day Diamonds as they were the 

table under the hanging mistletoe. 

The results for the 2016 BMES Christmas Quiz are declared as follows: 

2016 winners: Work in Progress with an average score per team member of 11.125 

The Old Farts Highest team score on the night  

The Running Day Diamonds  Mistletoe Mystros  

Hope to see you all in 2017. 

Richard Shepherd 

 

 

 

 

NEW CLUBHOUSE ------------PART 1 

From this  

  
 

To this 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In four months----I wish. 
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This is a personal recollection of the interesting times encountered during the replacement of the old 
pre-fab clubhouse by the new wooden clubhouse.    I have tried to get the events and dates reasonably 

correct together with the reasons why we have the clubhouse that we have today.   It is impossible to 

list the names of all those who were involved, so apart from one person involved at the very start 

every-one else is nameless. 

Round about the year 2008 we were talking in general that the old pre-fab clubhouse was reaching the 

end of its life.  It was second-hand when we got it and it served us for many years as clubhouse and 

station buffet: it even had a burger bar built at one end. Unfortunately its condition was deteriorating 

rapidly and the ceiling was starting to collapse at one end.  No one was however in danger of banging 

their head as the floor underneath was also collapsing. 

In 2008 David Combes took the decision himself to investigate possible replacement buildings.  

Shortly afterwards he presented to the committee his proposals for a clubhouse based on three sections 

of new style modern “Log Cabins”. 

In 2009 the committee decided to run with the proposals and a three man sub-committee was formed to 

investigate the best building to be used, check for planning and building regulations with the Council, 

persuade our landlords and secure funding for the task.     

Very quickly we agreed that the best building for our purpose was the Farnham design from a local 

company. We required three sections giving us a nominal 12m x 60m building using the thickest 

section 75mm timber for the interlocking walls. That was the easy part. 

 

 

 

 
 

Our landlord was very receptive to our proposals but required that the roof line was not obtrusive and 

below a certain height. 

The decision was made in early 2011 that we would have the new clubhouse operational for the Easter 

public running.  These facts were presented to the members at the 2011 AGM together with an 

operational plan to tear down the old building immediately after the 2011 Santa specials. 

We planned to have the new building base laid before Christmas 2011 and the new building erected in 

January/February 2012. 

Part 2 of this spiel will cover the demolition of the old building, how we funded the new one, plus 

some of the problems that arose and decisions made to enable us to continue.  

 

End of Part 1 

Dick Billington 
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FOR SALE 

 

 
 

 

Romulus tender/tank loco 'Heather' is available for purchase, complete with fitted Brenderup trailer for 

transport. It is hoped that the loco can remain within BMES. The price is negotiable, but be prepared to 

start haggling around £9k. Email enquiries preferred, please, to Nige (nigel@freestone05.plus.com) or 

Malcolm (malcolm@denton34.plus.com) 

 
 
 

 

CLEARING WORKSHOP. 

 

From: Geoff Seymour  

 

I have accumulated ferrous and non ferrous metal, plus other bits of workshop paraphernalia over the 

years, with the intention of taking up modelling seriously upon retirement. However failing eyesight 

has scuppered  these plans. 

I am reluctant to just scrap it all, so wondered if anyone from your society would care to look it over. 

I'm not looking for any money for the steel but I would like something for the bronze and Clearing 

workshop brass. Bearing in mind I'd only get scrap value, I would rather see it put to good use. 

Kind Regards. 

Geoff Seymour 
 

Geoff lives in Hitchin and can be contacted via e-mail -geoffrey.seymour168@virginmedia.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:nigel@freestone05.plus.com
mailto:malcolm@denton34.plus.com
mailto:geoffrey.seymour168@virginmedia.com
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Dick Billington 

 

 

 

  

  

  

SOME VIEWS OF SANTA SPECIALS - DICK BILLINGTON  
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I'M FINE THANK YOU 

 

   There is nothing the matter with me. 

   I'm as healthy as I can be. 

   I have arthritis in both my knees 

   And when I talk, I talk with a wheeze 

   My pulse is weak and my blood is thin 

   But I'm awfully well for the shape I am in. 

 

   Arch supports I have for my feet 

   Or I wouldn't be able to be on the street 

   Sleep is denied me night after night 

   But every morning I find I'm alright 

   My memory is failing, my head's in a spin 

   But I'm awfully well for the shape I am in. 

 

   The moral is this, as my tale I unfold 

   That for you and for me who are growing old 

   It's better to say "I'm fine" with a grin 

   Than to let folks know the shape we are in. 

 

   How do I know that my youth is all spent? 

   Well my "Get up and Go" has got up and went 

   But I really don't mind when I think with a grin 

   Of all the places my "Get up" has been! 

 
   Old Age is golden; I've heard it said 

   But sometimes I wonder as I get into bed 

   With my ears in the drawer, my teeth in a cup 

   My eyes on the table until I wake up 

   Ere sleep overtakes me I say to myself 

   "Is there anything else I could lay on the shelf?" 

 

   When I was young my slippers were red 

   I could kick my heels over my head. 

   When I was older my slippers were blue 

   But still I could dance the whole night through. 

   Now I am old my slippers are black 

   I walk to the store and puff my way back. 

 

   I get up each morning and dust off my wits 

   And pick up the paper and read the "Obits" 

   If my name is still missing I know I'm not dead 

   So I have a good breakfast and go back to bed! 

Anne & Gordon Mead 

Since the snow came, all the wife has done is look through the window.  If it gets any worse, I'll have 

to let her in. 

 

Paddy says to Mick, "Christmas is on Friday this year".  

Mick said, "Let's hope it's not the 13th then." 

 

A mummy covered in chocolate and nuts has been discovered in Egypt. 

Archaeologists believe it may be Pharaoh Rocher....... 

 

A boy asks his granny, 'Have you seen my pills, they were labelled LSD?' 

Granny replies, never mind the pills, have you seen the dragons in the kitchen? 

 

 A man was telling his neighbour, 'I just bought a new hearing aid. It cost me four thousand pounds, but 

it's state of the art.. It's perfect.'  

Really, answered the neighbour . 'What kind is it?'  

'Twelve thirty.'  
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OFFICERS and COMMITTEE 

of the Bedford Model Engineering Society 

President: Dick Billington  

 

Vice President: John Saunders 

 

Chairman: Martin Cusden 

  Tel: 01582 883260 e-mail: martincusden@icloud.com                    

 

Company Secretary:    Norman Pethybridge 

                             Tel: 01234 870335; e-mail: harrismagnette@aol.com    
 

Treasurer and Membership Secretary:Peter Chapman 

Tel:01462 813497; e-mail : petechapman7@btinternet.com 
 

Committee: Richard Bulley  Alan Gildersleve  Shaun O’Hare  Stuart Shotbolt  Brian Walton  

  Terry White 

 

Coupling Editor: Tony Bullock 

  Tel: 01494 439098; e-mail  bullockt@aol.com 
 

Boiler Test Co-ordinator: Martin Cusden,  Tel: 01582 883260 e-mail: martincusden@icloud.com 
 

Boiler Testers:   Dick Billington, Peter Hodges, Nigel Freestone, Shaun O’Hare, Mark Bray 

All appointments for boiler testing to be made only via Martin Cusden 
   

E-media co-ordinator:  Brian Walton 
 

Mailing Address: 

Bedford Model Engineering Society 

Summerfields Miniature Railways 

Summerfield Barns 

Hammer Hill 

HAYNES 

MK45 3BH 

 

For more information please go to our website www.bedfordmes.co.uk  

 

Readers are reminded that any views expressed in The Coupling are solely those of the individual 

contributors.  They do not necessarily reflect the views of the editor or of the BMES committee.  They 

should therefore not be regarded as being part of Society policy. 

© Bedford Model Engineering Society 

 

COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

Held on the third Monday of the month in the Clubhouse 

. 

CLUB MEETINGS 

Held on second Monday of the month—check in The Coupling 

. 

WORKING PARTIES 

Wednesdays from 10am.  Workshop and Library open. 

Sundays from 9.30am—check if aiming to attend. 

 

‘The COUPLING’ PUBLICATION DATES 
Next copy deadline is 12th. April 2017 please! 

 
CLUB CLOTHING 

Club clothing available to order - contact Tony Bullock - bullockt@aol.com 

 


